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Abstract-lu this note, we establish some existence results of generalized variational inequalities 
for multivalued operators with contractible values on real reflexive Bausch spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a real reflexive Banach space, B’ its topological conjugate space, (u, TV) the dual pairing 
between u E B and v E B’. We use the symbols “-“and “-” to denote the norm convergence 
and weak convergence, respectively. Let K be a nonempty subset of B, T be a multivalued 
operator from K into 2B*, and 4 : B -+ ( -co, +co) be a lower semicontinuous convex function. 
The geaerolired vatiational inequality, GVI(T,K), associated with T and K is the problem to find 
Z E K, Y E T(5) such that 
(u - z, g) f 4(u) - d(Z) 2 0, Vu E K. 
In [l, Theorem 71, F. E. Browder gave an existence theorem of GVI(T,K) for convex-valued 
operators on real reflexive Banach space. The main ingredient of the proof is to use some 
coincidence theorems for multivalued maps. To obtain such coincidence theorems, one can use 
the approximation of multivalued maps and the Browder fixed point theorem. 
In this paper, we shall apply some approximation results of Ben-El-Mechaiekh and Deguire [2, 
Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.31 to generalize the result of Browder. The condition of convex 
values of multivalued operators can be relaxed to contractible values. Also, we shall give an 
extension of a result of Kravvaritis [3] by applying the above method. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let X and Y be Hausdorff topological spaces. We call a multivalued map T : X -+ 2y upper 
semicontinuous (in short u.s.c.) at z E X if for any open neighborhood V of T(z) in Y there 
is an open neighborhood U of x in X such that T(U) C V for each u E U; and T is U.S.C. if T 
is U.S.C. at each x E X. We denote by G(T), the graph of T, the subset of X x Y defined by 
G(T) = {[z,wl I w E T(x)). 
First, we quote some well-known properties of multivalued maps (see, e.g., [l, p. 41,421). 
LEMMA 2.1. LetT:X+2Y. 
(a) If T is U.S.C. with closed values, then the graph G(T) is closed in the product topology of 
x x Y. 
(b) If G(T) is closed in the product topology of X x Y with Y compact, then T is U.S.C. 
(c) If X is compact and T is U.S.C. with compact values, then T(X) = UIEX T(x) is compact. 
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Next, we introduce the notion of the coincidence of two multivalued maps. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let T : X --+ 2y and S : Y + 2x be two multivalued maps. Then a point 
[z, y] E X x Y is called a coincidence point of T and S if y E T(z) and 2 E S(y), i.e., [I, y] E 
G(T) n G(S-‘), where S- ’ denotes the inverse of S defined by y E S-‘(z) e z E S(y). 
Following the method of Browder [l], we transform GVI(T,K) into the problem of finding 
coincidence points of multivalued maps T and S, where S : B* -+ 2K is defined by 
S(y) = {x E A’ 1 (u - z,y) + 4(u) - d(z) > 0, Vu E K}, y E B’. 
Clearly, to find a solution [E, g] of GVI(T,K) is equivalent to find a coincidence point [Z, jj] of T 
and S. To obtain coincidence points of two multivalued maps, one can use some approximation 
results of multivalued maps. 
Let Nx(O) denote the open neighborhood system of the origin 0 in X. We quote the following 
definition of the approximation of multivalued maps from [4]: 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let X,Y be subsets of Hausdorff topological vector spaces E, F, respectively, 
U E N.(O) and V E Np(O). A function s : X -+ Y is said to be a (U,V)-selection of the map 
T : X ---+ 2y ifs(z) E (T[(c + U) n X] + V) n Y for aJJ z E X. T is called approachable if it has a 
continuous (V, V)-selection for any U E n/E(O), V E NF(O). 
Note that s is a (U,V)-selection of T is equivalent to that for all 2 E X, there exist ZL E X,v E 
T(U) such that t E (u + V) rl X, s(z) E (v + V) n Y, when U and V are symmetric. 
A topological space X is called contractible if the identity function on X is homotopic to a 
constant function on X, i.e., there exist a point to E X and a continuous function h : X x [0, l] + 
X such that h(z,O) = z and h(z, 1) = ~0, Vz E X. A subset X of a topological vector space E is 
called star-shaped if there exists a point 20 such that for all z E X we have (1 - t)z + tz:o E X, 
for t E [0, 11. Clearly, a star-shaped set is contractible and a convex subset of a topological vector 
space is star-shaped and hence contractible. But the converse of the above statement is not true. 
Recall that a compact convex subset of a Banach space is compact ANR (see, e.g., [5, p. 961). 
Then from Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 of [2], we have the following approximation theorem 
of contractible-valued maps. 
THEOREM A. Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a Banach space and Jet C be a 
convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space. Suppose that T : K -+ 2’ 
is U.S.C. with nonempty compact contractible values. Then T is approachable. 
Another version of the approximation of multivalued maps derived by Browder [1, Proposi- 
tion 21 is the following: 
THEOREM B. Let C be a compact subset of a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space E 
and Jet S be an U.S.C. map from C into a JocaJJy convex Hausdorff topological vector space F with 
nonempty convex values. Suppose that there exists a convex subset A of F such that S(y) nA # 8 
for all y E C. Then S is approachable. 
3. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
In the sequel, we always assume that I< is a nonempty subset of a real reflexive Banach space B, 
T is a multivalued operator from K into 2B*, and 4 is a real-valued lower semicontinuous convex 
function on B. Note that 4 is also weakly lower semicontinuous. 
First, we prove the following existence result for GVI(T,K) on finite dimensional subspace. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let I( be a weakly compact, convex subset of a real reflexive Banach space B 
and C be a weakly compact convex subset of the duaJ space B’. Let F be any finite dimensional 
subspace of B. Suppose that the operator TF : K n F -+ 2c is U.S.C. from the norm topology 
of F to the weak topology of B* with nonempty weakly compact contractible values. Then 
GVI(Tp, K n F) has a solution. 
PROOF. Let &?=lr’IIF. Then KF is a compact and convex subset of F. We define SF : c + ZKF 
by 
SF(Y) = {x E I(F 1 (u - 2, Y) + 4(u) - 4(z) >_ 0, VU E KF), Y E c. 
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Clearly, SF(Y) is nonempty closed convex in KF for any y E C. Also, the graph of SF is closed 
in the product topology of C x h ‘F, with KF given the norm topology of F and C given the weak 
topology of B*. Indeed, take a net {[yO,zcr]} in G(SF) with 2, + z in KF and ya --L y in C. 
Then (u-z,,y,)+4(u)-_(t,) 2 0, Vu E KF. Hence (u-z,y)+d(u)-+(z) 2 0,Vu E KF. SO 
z E SF(Y) and [y, Z] E G(Sp). Therefore, by Lemma 2.1(b), SF is U.S.C. from the weak topology 
of C into the norm topology of KF. 
Next we shall show that TF and SF have coincidence points. Given any U E n/F(O) and 
V E nr,-(O). Without loss of generality we may assume that U and V are convex symmetric, 
since F and B’ are locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces. By Theorem A and 
Theorem B, there exist continuous functions r : KF -+ C and s : C -+ KF such that for any 
t E KF, there exists a point [u, ~1 E G(TF) with 3: E u + V, r(z) E II + V; and that for any 
y E C, there exists a point [vi, ur] E G(SF) with y E vi + V, s(y) E UI+ 17. 
Now, the composite function SOT maps KF into KF. By the Browder fixed point theorem, this 
continuous function has a fixed point, say to. We set yc = Y(Q), so $0 = s(ye). By the symmetry 
of U and V, we have ui - u E 2U, ~1 - v E 2V. Hence G(TF) I-I [G(SF-~) + 2(U x V)] # 8, 
vu E NF(o), vv E&?‘(o). 
From Lemma 2.1(a) it follows that G(TF) and G(SF-~) are compact subsets in the product 
topology of KF x C, with KF given the norm topology of F and C given the weak topology 
of B’. So G(TF) fl G(SF-~) # 8 and hence GVI(TF, KF) has a solution. I 
By employing Theorem 3.1, we have the following existence result which generalizes Theorem 7 
of [l]. Note that in general T is assumed to be with nonempty bounded closed convex values. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real reflexive Banach 
space B and let T : K -+ 2’. be a multivalued operator. Suppose that 
(1) T(U) is nonempty weakly compact contractible in B‘ for each u E K; 
(2) T is U.S.C. from the norm topology of K n F to the weak topology of B’, for each finite 
dimensional subspace F of B; 
(3) T maps bounded subsets of K into bounded subsets of B’; 
(4) for {xi} C K, yi E T(zj)), if zi - 20 in K, yj - 90 in B‘ and limsup(zj - ~e,yj) 5 0, 
then there exists wo E T(ro) such that liminf(zj - U, yj) 2 (2s - u, we) for each u E K; 
(5) there exist uo E K and ps > 0 such that (~0 - t, y) + I - 4(z) < 0 for all c E K with 
11~11 2 PO and for all y E T(z). 
Then GVI(T,IC) has a solution. 
Finally, using again Theorem 3.1, we can generalize a result of [3] as follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a closed convex subset of a real reflexive Banach space B with 0 E K 
and let T : K * 2’. be a multivalued operator. Suppose that 
(1) T(u) is nonempty weakly compact contractible in B’ for each u E K; 
(2) T is U.S.C. from the norm topology of K I-I F to the weak topology of B*, for each finite 
dimensional subspace F of B; 
(3) T is quasi-bounded, i.e., for each A4 > 0 there exists N > 0 such that if ~~u~~ 5 M, 
(u,w) I M * 11~11 and [u,w] E G(T), then ]]w]] I N; 
(4) for {Zj} C K, yj E T(y), if xj - xo in K, yj - yo in B’ and limsup(zj - ~0, yj) 5 0, 
then YO E T(zo) and (zj, yj) * (CO, YO); 
(5) there exists a function c : W - R with C(T) -) +oo as f + $00 such that (u,w) 1 
41141) . !I41 for ah b, 4 E G(T); 
(6) ~~minf~~r~~-oo[d(~)/ll~II1 > -CO. 
Then GVI(T,K) has a solution. 
PROOF. Let A be the family of all finite dimensional subspaces of B ordered by inclusion. For 
each F E A, we want to show that there exist XF E K fl F and yF E T(zF) such that 
(u - IF, ?!F) + d(u) - 4(zF) 2 0, VU E K n F. 
For each R > 0, let KR = K n F n BR(O). Then KR is nonempty, compact and convex. By 
assumptions (I) and (2) and Lemma 2.1(c), T maps KR into a weakly compact convex subset C 
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of B’. so, by Theorem 3.1, there exist xR E KR and yR E T(xR) such that (u- xR, yR) +4(?.6) - 
‘$(xR) 2 0, Vu E IcR. 
Since 0 E KR, we have (x~, YR) 5 4(O) - c$(IR). By assumptions (5) and (6), there is a 
constant M > 0 such that ]]xR]] 5 M f or all R > 0. Take R > M, then ]]xn]] < R. For any 
u E K fl F, we let x1 = (1 - t) xR + tu, t E (0,l). Then for sufficiently small t, ~~Q~~ 5 R. Hence 
(xt - zR,YR) + d(Q) - ‘$(zR) 2 0 and SO (u - XR, yR) -I- C#J(U) - qb(XR) 1 0. This means that 
[XR, YR] is our [XF, YF]. 
Again, since 0 E K n F for each F, we get c(]]xF]]) . llx~ll 5 (XF,YF) 5 4(O) - I. By 
assumptions (5) and (6)) { 2~ pE* is uniformly bounded by a constant M. By quasi-boundedness } 
of T and assumption (6), {YF}FEA is uniformly bounded by N. For each F E A, we set 
Then VF is contained in a weakly compact subset of B x B’. The family {cI(VF)}~~~, where cl 
denotes the weak closure in B x B’, has the finite intersection property, so nFEA cl(V~) # 0. 
Let [x09 YO] E fiFEA cl(V~), and let u E K be given. We choose F E A such that it contains x0 
and U. Since [xc, yc] E cl(V~), there exists a sequence {Fj} in A, Fj > F for each j, such that 
xj E XFj - X0 and Yj - YFj ‘YO. 
Since xo E I< n Fj, Vj, we have (xj - xc, yj) 5 C#J(XO) - d(xj), Vj. Hence limsup(xj - ~0, yj) 5 0. 
By assumption (4), we obtain that ys E T(x0) and (xj, yj) -+ (~0,~s). On the other hand, 
since u E I( fl Fj, Vj, we have (U - xj, yj) + c$(u) - 4(xj) 2 0, Vj. Let j -+ +oo, we get 
(U - xc, ys) + 4(u) - +(x0) 2 0 and the theorem follows. I 
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